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Abstract
The research deals with writing down and analysing the symptoms of transformation in the architectural formation of facades in (Heliopolis) and the range of effect of all reasons, symptoms and parameters of change on the formation of facades and their distinctive architectural character. This is through three main parts: "The theoretical study" which includes identifying the change generally, the architectural change, its reasons, its symptoms and then identifying the parameters of change and the elements and vocabulary of architectural formation of facades. "The analytic study" which includes analysing the information and deducing the elements forming the assumptive model. "The applied study" includes writing down and analysing the symptoms of change on the level of street, zone and area. It ends with showing the results and recommendations.
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Abstract

The research monitors, analyzes and measures urban design in residential areas in the new cities, and the extent to which each of sustainability, through three main parts,"The theoretical study" including identifying sustainability in general and sustainable development and its attitudes, and identifying the principles and criteria and factors to achieve sustainable urban design and systems of evaluating sustainability, and the foundations of sustainable residential areas design, "The analytic study" including analysis of the information and deducing the methodology and elements of the standard model and analyzing experiments,"The applied study" monitoring , analyzing and measuring urban design at the level of housing , the city and the zone, and the research ends with presenting the results recommendathions .
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